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Letter from

The Editor

Dungeon task master
Dirkoth

dungeon crew

GodRosen, undeadrajib, Grogg
Tree, Ytterbium, and Inem.

Cover Art

The cover art for this issue is by
GallupsMirror.

Artwork

All other art is Public
Domain Images taken from
Karenswhimsy.com

T

hank you for picking
up (virtually at
least) this issue of
Explosive Runes.
Once again, I would
like to thank the hard working
gnomes who helped with the
issue, including GodRosen,
undeadrajib, Grogg Tree, and
Inem. Without them, and
our other contributors, we
wouldn’t have an issue.
I want to take a moment
and speak about that... our
issues need YOU. Not just as a
reader, and not just as a worker
bee, but as a contributor. This
is a place for the community
to come together, share, and
shine. Got some artwork you’d
like to see published? Talk to
us, we’d love to showcase it.
Got a neat adventure you’d be
willing to share? We want it...
any game, any edition, we can

handle it. What about a short
story, or an article, or a helpful
hint or tip or three on playing
RPG’s? We’d love to have it. We
need YOUR participation, too,
to make the next issue great!

Of course, we’d love to have
your help on the newsletter
staff as well. You can join us,
behind the scenes, and be part
of the excitement. The pay
is non-existent, the working
conditions are horrid, but
sometimes, we get some extra
slop with our gruel, and that
makes all the whippings we
get feel better. We do have
fun, though, just ask anyone
involved. Also, please let me
know if they answer anything
differently, so I can beat them
more for their impertinence.
Our next issue will be out
late spring/early summer (for

the northern hemisphere),
DEPENDING UPON YOU! We
need your input, your ideas,
your contributions. You can
read the issue and enjoy it, and
we are happy. But, if you get
inspired, and want to share, we
would be ecstatic! Explosive
Runes is built by community
ideas, inspired by our
community gamers, and created
by your hard work. We can’t do
it without you, and I would love
to welcome you to the group
of die-hard good people who
help bring these magazines
your way. It’s a great way to
dive into the community here at
RPGX, and give back a little to
the rest of your fellow gamers!
Enjoy the issue, and
happy gaming!

Dirk
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Rumours

In the Tavern
A roundup of the latest news
and happenings from around
the RPGX community.

Hall of
Fame 2018!

A

nother year has
come and gone, and
the Hall of Fame is
welcoming its newest
inductees to their
new front page spot. This year, 11
eligible games were nominated
for Hall of Fame 2018 status by
the general membership pool.
The first round of voting shrank
that list to six, and after a final
round of voting by our Community
Supporters, three games were
left standing to join the hallowed
ranks of the Hall of Fame.
The Hall of Fame is proud
to welcome the 2018 Class:

Legacy of Fire - a Pathfinder
game GMed by PIG

Starfall - a Pathfinder
game GMed by MoonZar
Tyranny of Dragons - a
5th edition D&D game
DMed by Sassafrass

2017’s Hall of Fame
games will soon be moved
into the Previous Inductees
section, in order to leave
space for the newcomers.

Please feel free to drop by
this thread and congratulate all
the winners and participants in
the 2018 Hall of Fame contest.
It’s never too early
to start thinking about
nominations for 2019!
Meanwhile, Happy Gaming!
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Membership and
Charity Drive

continuous
recruitment games

E

T

rpg sourcebook

Did you know there is a monthly Short
Story Competition on RPG Crossing?

very year around the December holidays, RPG
Crossing hosts a membership and charity event to
raise money for Mental Health Research. This will
be our Seventh year of doing so, and we are hoping for a
great year of support from our gaming community.

Last year, we hit new highs, and through our members, managed
to raise $1570 to donate to the Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation. As a side benefit, we enrolled a lot of community
supporters, which helps the site continue to operate, and upgrade.
Over the years, as a community, we have raised nearly $5000 to
help the cause, and we will be doing it again this winter! Watch for
the announcement from Admin Birched, and be sure to participate
in any way you can, and help our community, and brain research!

T

he RPG Sourcebook is looking for a couple more people
to help out. The Sourcebook is where anyone can
submit a new PC Class, race, spell, weapon, etc. It is
reviewedby the volunteers that we are recruiting for now,
revised (if needed) and then voted on to approve or reject.

Approved concepts are added to the sourcebook for anyone
to use in their games, no copyright issues. Here is the link thing
to check it out. If you are interested in submitting, or better
yet, volunteering, please let JJ Wolven or Digorig know.

here is a thread in the Games Seeking Players
forum dedicated to games that don’t require an
application process -- they just invite you in! Check
out the Continuous Recruitment Games thread!

If you are just looking to roll some die and get some
Role-play going, you might check them out!

short story
competition
For over 8 years now, members have enjoyed the excitement
and camaraderie of a friendly competition in which short
stories are submitted and voted on by other members. The only
award for winning are the sincere congratulations of other
members, and the rewards for participating are many; not
least of which is a different way to practice creative writing!

Come visit The Library, and try your hand at the Short Story
Competition! If you’re not sure you’re interested in competing,
then just come to read the stories and be a judge. You will be
impressed at the quality of the stories entered by our members.
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New Player Solo Games

I

f you are new to the site and
confused about how play
by post gaming works, we
have a place for you! Or, maybe
you are new, have some idea
how the site works but want
a chance to try a game out to
make sure this is what you are
looking for. Or maybe you just
want someone to walk you
through the basics in a gamelike atmosphere, we can help
there too. If any of those sound
like you then why not check
into playing a solo game called
The Tower of Mage Newby.

This is a solo game to
teach new site members and
players on this site the basics
to help them along. It is run
by volunteer DM’s in multiple
game systems and editions,
to help those new to PbP get
their feet wet in the system.
Every new member who wants
to play will be accepted!

have braved the Tower of the Mage
for New Players, and survived
to graduate! This includes those
gamers new to Dungeons and
Dragons versions 3.5, Pathfinder,
4e and 5e along with gamers in the
13th Age System. Right now, 5th
Edition of DnD is the most popular,
with a bit of wait for our volunteer
DM’s to get games up and running,
but we are adding new volunteers
all the time, to keep the queues
as short as we can. Thanks for
your interest and your patience!

the Easter
bunny hunt

S

ome of you may be new to the RPGX
community, and do not know about the
upcoming Annual Easter Egg Hunt!

Well, read on, and you will!

Every year, on Easter Sunday, RPGX is visited
by our very own Easter Bunny. The bunny goes all
around the site, and leaves clues inside brightly
painted easter eggs. Your job, if you choose to accept
it, is to scout around, find the eggs, and decipher the
clues to figure out which semi-famous community
member is the Easter Bunny this year! It’s fun, it’s
easy (your mileage on easy may vary) and it’s free!!!
The winner of the contest (the person that gets
the most clues, the fastest, AND guesses the secret
identity of the Easter Bunny) gets a shiny new
Easter Egg Winner Avatar! And a Month of
Community Supporter donated to them!!!

So far, over 975 new players
6
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Feature

Pimp Your Game
by GodRosen

Are you a inexperienced DM? Or maybe you have
years of experience, but just need some inspiration
in how to improve your game? No matter your level
of experience, or reasons, we are here to help.
We interviewed DMs from around the site and
asked them how to assist others as a DM to
improve their game. We explored homebrew
materials and house rules, and unique settings,
world building, and villain designing.

As part of this on-going effort, we present some of
the best ideas in order for you to Pimp Your Game!

What is your game
system(s) of preference?

dirkoth: It was 3.5, but now,
I am trying to play any new
games as strictly pathfinder.

Ghalev: I’m drawn more to
games than to game systems,
but focusing just on system,
my top ten (in alphabetical
order because it’s too painful to
choose) are: Basic Roleplaying
(Chaosium BRP, especially
incarnations from the 80s),
BESM (1st and 2nd ed), The
old FASA house-system
(derived from Grav-Ball, and
used in their Trek and Doctor

Who RPGs), Fudge, GURPS
(especially 3rd ed), Marvel
Superheroes (FASERIP),
MEGS/DC Heroes, Risus,
Unisystem, and Warhammer
FRP (1st ed). My top 10 RPGs
would differ in notable ways
from my top 10 systems.

creed: I don’t really have a
preference actually, but I’ve
used 5e just because it’s what
I’m most familiar with, and
fits my needs at the time.

Phettberg: Point Buy Systems
almost exclusively - at some
point I fell out of love with class
based Rpgs. My number one all
7
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time favourite system is The
Dark Eye 4.1. Edition, which was
never completely translated
into English sadly, so I’ve never
even attempted to run a game
with it on the Crossing. Some
time in the future maybe.
Apart from that my prefered
systems are Gurps 4e,
Mutants and Masterminds 3e,
Shadowrun 5e and Old World
of Darkness - with fringecontenders being A Song
of Ice and Fire Roleplaying
and Eclipse Phase.
Securis: Currently,
I only DM 3.5

ridin gaijin: Previously, 3.5,
but these days, homebrew,
based on 3.5 and 5.
Do you normally use
house rules? What does
your pre game house rule
explanation look like?

dirkoth: Yes. The following
houserules are in effect:

1) Sneak Attack applies to
anything not specifically
immune to sneak attack (ie,
pathfinder ruling). This should
make the rogues happy.
2) Spellcasters get Eschew
Material Components
as free feat.
3) Traits/Flaws may be
allowed, talk to me.

4) Max hit die first level. After
that, we will see how you roll.

5) Healing spells: I hate the
randomness of a spell that
may or may not do 4 points.
So, all heal spells cast outside
battle do max healing. Those
cast inside battle will do max
heal if the healer makes a
successful heal check, DC 15
for cure light wounds, DC 18
for cure moderate, DC 21 for
cure serious wounds, DC 25
for heal. If the heal check fails,
then the spell rolls normally
(ie, you missed something on
your assessment survey).

6) Language skills are
class skills for anyone who
wishes to invest a skill point.
1 point required for any
language, and it doesn’t make
you fluent, just means you
studied it, and have a chance
to understand it. You want
native fluency, invest more.
And in 3.5 games, Monks
are proficient with
unarmed strikes.

Ghalev: About half the time,
I’d say. It just looks like “We’re
using X and Y and Z and here’s a
link to Z if you haven’t read it.”

creed: I usually do, although
my rules are pretty short. If a
situation comes up where house
rules are needed, it’s written
down and then made public so
it’s not so strange mystery.
Phettberg: I use houserules
when I feel something is not
behaving in a way it should
during gameplay. As such I
don’t prepare pre game house
rules, apart from maybe

disencouraging or straight
up banning certain character
options. Although even there I
usually deal with it case by case.
Securis: Yes. Most of my
house rules involve stylistic
preferences regarding post
formatting and where rolls
and OOC type comments go.
This is so the game threads are
less cluttered with non-story
elements. I’ve gotten lenient
over the years but apparently
the things I prefer seem to
also be common post etiquette
in many games. I’ve tried out
various mechanical house rules
in regards to XP awards, Critical
charts, Critical confirmations,
Inebriation, etc. The only one
that I’ve really held onto is
Auto Crit Confirm. You rolled
that Nat 20, so enjoy it.
ridin gaijin: I used to use
them extensively and had a
thread with custom-made
critical failure percentile
charts, for example. Over the
years, two things have shifted
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me away from these. 1) more
of a willingness to let the
dice go where they will and
the story shape itself; and 2)
players who understand our
site’s conventions and accept
the game rules and flow.
What general tips or advice
would you give to another
DM/GM about running a
game on a PBP forum?

dirkoth: Do it! PbP is great
because you have time to
think, come up with answers,
ask advice, explore options,
etc.. It’s great for GM’s.
Ghalev: Don’t be shy about
asking questions about the
player (not just the proposed
character) when recruiting.

creed: Be ready for the long
haul. Do something that you’re
interested in and that you won’t
burn out quickly on. Expect
that you’re going to lose people,
or have frustrating players
and have a contingency for

that. And make your game
thread verbose and explain
exactly what you want so the
apps you get are quality.
Phettberg: Always keep
moving. A high speed is not
necessary, but there needs
to be a certain rythm to it
that does not (or rarely ever)
stop completely. The Players
that want to play will be
kept engaged, while those
not as into it will drop out
more quickly. Trim the fat,
so to speak. You can’t please
everybody anyway, and you
having fun is as important
as the players having it.

Communicate this to the
players, preferably already in
the game ad. Have a deadline or
set rythm and follow through
with it as much as possible.
With PBP being as slow as it is
you can rarely ever go wrong if
you speed things up a little bit.
Securis: Dream it, try it,

break it, toss it, rebuild
it, end it, dream it again,
and start all over.

ridin gaijin: Be patient and
make sure everyone, including
yourself,-is having fun. When
it starts becoming a chore,
which it will, step back, relax,
and change something.

Setting:

Do you make your own cities,
world, deities, etc. or use
pre-generated ones? Why?

dirkoth: My own, but I don’t
mind stealing pre-gen material,
and using it in my worlds.
Ghalev: I do both; I make my
own because my games are
works of personal expression,
and I use others because
it shakes me up, keeps me
limber, and keeps me from
falling into the rut of too much
personal expression =)
creed: The games that I’ve
done or want to do are all

either completely made up,
or RL based. I’ve never used a
pre-set setting like Ravenloft,
Faerum, or the Star Wars/
Star Trek universe (although
the later two I’d consider). I
find making your own world
provides more freedom, and
you have less chance of stepping
on the toes of existing lore.
Phettberg: It just so happens
that I created the setting for
two out of three games I am
running currently, and in the
third game I at least inserted
my own ideas. There are a
few reasons for this: Having
control over everything I can
just drop or change things I
am not interested in present
in mainstream settings. I can
make sure that the player,
not only the character has
exciting new things to discover
and experience. There is
no canon of information to
adhere to, I don’t need to look
things up and can just let
my mind wander. Complete
authority over the content
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means no discussions either.

Securis: What I have done for
a long, long time is mash it ALL
together. I make my own when
I’m inspired and I pull pregenerated things from where
ever suits my needs. I tweak or
change things when necessary
then paint in all the connecting
details with a broad brush.
When larger details need some
focus, I’ll add that in at the time
I need it. A lot of times, players
provide an excellent resource
for filling in the fine details and
having their help gives them
some ownership of the world.

ridin gaijin: I exclusively use
my own because I loathe cliches.
If you make your own, what
is your typical process?
Ghalev: I start with
blank paper, and fill it.

creed: Start with a basic idea of
what you want to do, and then
go from there. For example,

with TieD, the basic idea was
akin to what set off the 100
year war, the death of the
French King. I then branched
out into the composition of the
world, developed some history
that explained how it came
to be, and went from there.

Phettberg: At the beginning
there is usually a map. I’ve used
procedural map generators to
produce a ‘base’ map, which
I then work over slightly and
start thinking about what lives
on it. I am no map perfectionist
- I’m pretty sure I sometimes
place things in a way that would
make a geologist cringe. Other
times I use real world maps
(especially for things like M&M
and Shadowrun). In that case I
usually create a custom google
maps overlay with markers.
After having the base
geography I will place people
on it. I will usually come up
with some of the content myself
and create other things in
collaboration with the players.

Whether I’m building a race,
culture, group or organisation I
aim for (or try to encourage) the
creation of things that I’ve not
yet seen in other mainstream
settings - the only line to toe
is not making it so exotic that
there is zero to relate too. In my
opinion if you are making your
own setting you may as well
drop all of the standard races,
monsters, et cetera - or at least
put a special spin on the tropes.
Otherwise what’s the point?
Securis: I may draw a map
and work macro to micro. I
might choose a personality
trait or a motivation or other
factor and expand out. Stream
of consciousness style.

ridin gaijin: A setting has to
offer players a wide range of
choices. It must provide the
conditions for the story you
want to tell, and for the players
to realize their goals for their
PCs. It also has to make sense
and be internally consistent.
Your setting doesn’t have to

be large or highly detailed to
accomplish these things.

So first I think about the
story I want to tell and what
kind of players would have
fun telling it with me. At that
point, I proceed to do the
minimum work needed to get
the setting up and running. I
have a few reasons for this:
Too much work at this
point risks players just not
getting engaged with your
overlong vision. (TLDR)
Many players like to feel they
have some input and control
over their PC’s background and
activities. These impact the
setting and it’s vital for players
to feel empowered and engaged.
Also, really good players will
wreak havoc on your setting, or
at least try to. It’s a fact of PbP
that most games won’t make
it for one reason or another.
There’s no point pouring weeks
of effort into a detailed
setting at the outset.
Finally, you (and the players)
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will work out needed details
as the needs emerge. This is a
creative challenge to be enjoyed.
If you use pre-generated
settings, what do you use?

Ghalev: Ye gods, dozens if
not hundreds. The ones I’ve
GMed most often in recent
years would include (but aren’t
limited to): Alpha Complex,
the NYC of the Ghostbusters
films, the Star Trek universe,
the Star Wars universe,
the Whoniverse, the I.S.T
world from GURPS Supers,
Greyhawk, Faerun, Lovecraft’s
New England, Yrth/Ytarria,
and my favorite published
gameworld, Autoduel America.

Phettberg: When I was still
playing D&D I had a preference
for the Forgotten Realms.
With the Dark Eye I generally
use the standard setting of
Aventurien. There are other
settings that I like - but I can
take or leave them honestly.

Securis: I’ll pull cities, deities,
or whatever from FR,
Greyhawk, Eberron, novels I’ve
read, comics, movies, real world
history, or where ever. Then I
adapt. There’s no limit to where
my resources might come.

Homebrew:

What are your experiences
with homebrew material?

dirkoth: I tend to stay away
from it, because a lot of it
has never been tested
for any kind of balance.
Ghalev: I regularly GM
using homebrew systems
and settings. I’ve enjoyed
playing in the homebrews
of others as well. I’d say I
game more with homebrew
than with anything else.

creed: Slim to none. I prefer
items that have been tested
out so it doesn’t introduce
god-like chars to the mix.
Securis: I’ve made classes,

monsters, spells, magic items,
charts, gods, races, cultures,
worlds, etc. Making things
can be fun but the things I like
to focus on that often do not
require much mechanical
components are world building
aspects. I’m not opposed or
put off by mechanical aspects
of things but I find I get
bogged down with them.
ridin gaijin: Settings work
great; mechanics, much
harder! I created a whole new
game system this year and
have struggled with keeping
things balanced, smooth and
interesting. Worse still, the
players struggled, too. It’s
now on hiatus while I revise
the rules. I do think it’ll
return because it was pretty
different and the players did
enjoy it (at least, sometimes).

As a DM/GM how do you
determine whether homebrew
material is ready or not?
Ghalev: When the character

sheets look finished I’m
happy to test everything
else on the fly =)

Securis: Empirically. Try
it. What worked? What
didn’t? Change it.

ridin gaijin: Once my setting
and rules meet the criteria I
wrote about above, I launch
it and see if there’s interest.
No matter how great we may
feel something is, other people
are the ultimate judges.
To DMs of long games
(1+ Years): How long did
your game(s) last?

dirkoth: Several games have
lasted two, three, four or more
years. One I am currently
GMing started in November
of 2011, and still going.

Ghalev: My longest-running
campaigns have gone for 40-60
sessions played over 2-3 years.
creed: I think it’s
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coming up to a year.

Securis: Indowen: 2005- 2008
with some gaps. Elghinn
Il’tess Wun l’ Olath: 20072016 with some gaps.

ridin gaijin: PSA DnD ran well
over a year but I don’t recall
how long it was, exactly. That
game was pure player-driven
anarchy; those maniacs only
needed a prompt every so often
and they’d proceed to blow
me away. Indowen - see Sec’s
answer above. I think I was
involved for over a year? Then, I
feel like Pax Caledonia went for
almost a year, and there were a
pair of lycanthrope games that
did ok. A King’s Ransom ran
for a year, I think, but has been
deleted from the site, oh well.
What are some tips you would
give on long games or running
a never ending story?
dirkoth: Get good players, be
active yourself, and don’t be
afraid to jump, skip, or cajole

your players into posting.
Sometimes, everyone needs
a kick to get energy, and
get back into the swing.

Ghalev: Nothing frustrates so
deeply as a beloved campaign
that just stops without
a satisfying conclusion.
If circumstances force a
campaign to end earlier than
you want, do your best to offer
the PCs a final chance at real
closure/satisfaction instead
of just letting it lurch to a
halt with nothing resolved.

creed: Make your world
dynamic, don’t have your game
run on rails, have a posting
schedule that will fit both
yourself and your players.

Securis: Consistent pacing and
keeping your players happy.
Sometimes players have to
leave so be ready to replace
and renew your player pool.
ridin gaijin: Structure,
structure, structure. If you’re

bent on a long-running thing,
you need chapters and books
that will advance the story,
change the setting, and enable
the players to envision and
execute story arcs for their
beloved PCs. This means
having even a vague outline
of different parts of the story/
campaign, what leads to what,
and how it all fits together.

Villains (both
PCs/NPCs):
Have you ever run an
evil campaign? Tips?

Ghalev: Every single time.
I suspect we’re using the
term differently. =)

creed: No, I don’t really have
a campaign made to cater
to characters of any sort of
“good” or “evil”. They are
what they are. If they’re all
evil alignment, hey bonus.
Phettberg: Not actually
on site, but in my real life
group I’ve attempted it a

few times (Two or Three).

Party composition is a lot more
important in my opinion. How
you glue together the people if
they are all bad guys - which
are usually egotistical as
well - can be a hard thing to
do. Usually the motivations
need to be carefully set up
and coordinated to have them
push in the same direction at
all. The whole thing lends itself
more to fewer characters.

Also as a GM one needs to
make up their mind how evil
one wants the characters to be
anyway. Would you want to
run a game for a group of serial
killers with no other motives
but to cause pain? Probably
not. There are many limits to
be defined. If you really want
to run the evil campaign you
might do better in a system that
does not have rigid ‘alignment’
anyway. If you set up the game
carefully you can run the group
of players through very similar
stories that a good group would
12
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encounter, just with a different
reason to engage in them. Then
again it’s much more work,
and most of the times I wonder
what the actual payoff is on
the Gm side - which is why
I would not attempt to run
such a campaign anymore.
Securis: Yes. In the dichotomy
of good versus evil, evil gets
the second seat always. Good
is the overwhelming powers
that be or else the world
would be vastly different. In
a game where the PCs have
the innate desires to deceive,
dominate, or destroy everyone
and everything, the only
thing in-character that holds
them together is their own
potential destruction. In some
cases mutual destruction.

As a DM, you have to establish
the expectation that ‘good’ will
eventually see your characters
as the threat they are and
send out heroes to deal with
you. Players go in to a game
with the understanding that

cooperation is the nature
of play but the goals are
slightly different. In the evil
game I ran, there were set
parameters as to how far
down we were gonna go. Some
things were merely assumed
to happen somewhere ‘nearby’
but the players were never
allowed to explore graphic
evil. Make sure your limits
are well known and generally,
players tend towards
cooperation for best results.
Even if you get heavy
with your evil actions like
enslavement, torture, mass
murder, etc., even these
games are still going to
require players to cooperate.
In the case of my last evil
campaign, it was player versus
player as an added dimension.
Interestingly, players plotted
and threatened but never
acted on the possibility. The
consequences were always
a factor that maintained the
status quo of cooperation.
ridin gaijin: No, it’s reductive.
Who can commit the greatest

atrocity? Forget that, just
turn on the news. Character
development can certainly
occur but once the setting runs
out of puppies and orphans,
it’s just repetitive and dull.
How do you make your villains
or what are their motives?
Ghalev: I start with blank
paper, and fill it. Every villain
has different motives.

creed: I try to make my villains
be ambiguous, and make them
more than dumb brutes that
twirl their moustache. I was
once told that everyone is the
hero in their own story, and I
try to make villians the same
way. They’re doing the actions
usually for a reason, and very
few are CE Stupid in their line
of reasoning. A great example
I find is Gul Dukat from DS9, in
that to the viewers eyes, he’s
the bad guy. But if the show
was say, Cardassian focused,
he’d be the good guy for half
the series (I won’t spoil it for

those that haven’t seen it). I
find if you make your villians
be more than just dumb brutes,
they’ll be much better.

Phettberg: That’s the first
thing really: Motive. To have a
character that has more depth.
I usually design the wants and
needs of the villain to have
nothing immediately to do with
the heroes. Sometimes they
may be intertwined too, even
though it’s more fun if that
happens in play, but a villain
whose only purpose is to haunt
the characters is just shallow.
You don’t necessarily have to
reinvent the wheel on the
motivations: money, power, a
deity telling them what to do/
or just them wanting to please
their god can all be fine, while
there are a few spins one can
put on it. Maybe the motive
itself is not evil. They might be
acting out of love, like by trying
to keep a loved one safe (but
the loved one is causing trouble
because of their very nature,
for example, and the heroes
13
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want to kill them). Obviously
at some point the motives of
the villain and the players have
to clash at some point, or
you’ve gone astray in designing
your villain at some point.

Securis: Revenge, power, greed,
jealousy, gluttony, pride. I’ve
made matron mothers bent on
ruling it all, generals desiring
a crown. A lazy gluttonous
beholder bent on eating his
way through life and not
particularly tyrannical or
aggressive might not seem
a terrible villain. Still, if for
some reason, this beholder has
decided that eating live children
covered in melted Gorgonzola
is on his menu, heroes become
necessary. A lot of the time,
the PCs only become objects
of annoyance as they become
obstacles. I’ve learned to let
the villain have a life of their
own. It’s so much easier to plan
around them when they’re goal
oriented. And then those goals
can translate into an affect
on the larger world which the

PCs are moving through thus
creating deeper immersion.
ridin gaijin: All my villians
have clear-cut motives and
goals. The best one I ever did
might have been a lich named
Han-Xissan who had keepsakes
from her former life as halfunderstood mementoes. Pure
evil is as boring as pure good.
Are your villains
always blatantly evil
or misunderstood?

Ghalev: They’re individuals.
Some, certainly, might be
called blatantly evil. Some,
certainly, might be called
misunderstood. Some are both;
some are neither. Some are only
misunderstood to the extent
they have outrageous accents.

boring. I use it sparingly. I
would not say a bad person
that has good sides must
necessarily be “misunderstood”
though - tragic maybe. It
can be good to have a Villain
that one feels sympathy for at
least a little bit, but this is not
the only goal of equipping a
Villain with some qualities
or interests that are not evil.
It’s merely to make them look
more like an actual person that
could exist - so that’s mostly
my goal when I make one.
Securis: Monsters are blatant,
Villains are subtle. Whether
they are upfront or deceptive

about their motives, ahhh!
That is the game! I really like
villains that employ the heroes
for dubious reasons and then
because these immoral acts
are within legal bounds, the
PCs are helpless to correct the
problem unless they step out
into vigilante land. Villains
should be rife with quandary,
compromise, and difficult
decisions for the PCs to make.

ridin gaijin: My players usually
get a good sense of who is out
to get them. The Why isn’t
always clear to them, and
that part of the story can take
months of real time to unfold.

creed: No. In fact I loathe the
CE Stupid/misunderstood
trope. It makes for weak
villains and bad writing.

Phettberg: Only evil and
nothing else is a bit bland and
14
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Short Story

Who do
you trust?
by Graeylin

I

stood in the soft glow of the funeral home, tears in my eyes as I
held his last letter to me. I didn’t care that the tears were smearing
mymascara,runningdarkbrownriversdownmycheeks.Thetears
in my eyes were real, but they were not grief, but pain at being in
something close to a house of worship. The place was not holy, but
it was sanctified to a power, and the closeness of it stung at my skin.
I was paying my last respects to my lover, my husband, or so the two men waiting
patiently near the chapel door believed. They saw a lonely young woman, dressed in
a simple black skirt and blouse, crying in her grief, looking one last time upon the
remains of the man she loved. Wearing black was easy for me, as it was practically all
I owned after meeting Adrian. He forbade all else. It fit his “image” of me, he said, and
Adrian was all about Image.
They saw me as most other humans do, as a pretty young girl, aged a bit too fast
and hard by my counter-culture lifestyle, worn too an edge by the drugs everyone was
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sure I was doing. Most would
have called me pretty, if a bit too
thin and sharp featured for their
tastes. Luckily for me, makeup, false weeping and the right
choice of words had allowed me
this last request, this last change
in plans. It was unusual for the
director to alter burial plans,
but the young man had been
easily convinced to allow it. A
few glances, some whispered
promises, and he was mine.
What’s the use in having power
over the opposite sex, if you
never use it?

So many things in my life had
changed since I met Adrian two
years ago. I was young then, a
party girl into the Gothic Scene,
looking for thrills in the drugs
and relationships with other
freaks. We played at being dark
and mysterious, threatening and
frightening. We were so stupid,
we never knew what real fright
was until Adrian stepped into
our world. Adrian wasn’t a freak,
he wasn’t a Goth, he wasn’t a
disaffected youth looking for a
rebellion to follow. He was the

real thing, he was what all of us
thought we wanted to be, if we
ever truly thought we could be.
He was in reality what we all
pretended to be in our nights, in
our fantasies.

Adrian was a vampire, a
dark thing-creature that fed
on others, and before I truly
understood that he was real, it
was too late for me. I was his,
bonded and served up as a slave
forever to his mastership. You
never really believe in things
until it is far too late.
I held the letter in my hands,
noticing the dark smudge that
wiping my eyes had left on my
pale skin. Tears had blotted the
letter, and I could see some of
the ink smearing already, but I
knew it by heart. Every word had
burned into me, searing them
upon my soul. Adrian had made
sure of that. Even in prison, he
could scar me, scare me, and
control me. He was a Vampire, I
was his servant, and I would be
for all eternity, or at least, for all
of my eternity.

My Dearest Mikel,
I am so sorry to have brought you into this
strange new world so suddenly, and then to have
disappeared from your life so rapidly. Believe
me, that is not the way I would have chosen to
have done so. There is so much different now
that you are with us, becoming one of us, and
much of that difference can be frightening.
Had I been a better lover, or mentor, or
father if you will, I would be there by your side,
teaching you all the things you would need to
know about your new life, helping you grow and
cope with the changes in your body. But I am not,
and you will need to learn many of these things
on your own, without me to aid you. I do what I
can, and I apologize for not being there for you
when you really need me. I hope in this letter to
leave you some advice, some thoughts that may
help direct you, at least until we can be together
again, and we will be. I will not be separated from
you for long, at least, not by our standards.
Humans always believe it would be hard
to be comfortable in our world, but it isn't. It is
actually pretty simple to live life as a vampire.
There are relatively few rules to live by, some
simple things to always remember, and life (if
that is what we truly have) is pretty simple.
Of course my dear Mikel, sitting here in
16
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this cell, I know you think it hard to believe
that being a vampire is easy. If it were so easy,
why am I here? Why am I incarcerated by the
state, found guilty of murder, and sentenced
to death? Why am I mere hours away from
my fate at the hands of the executioner?
The reason is simple: that would violate rule
number one of surviving as Nosferatu: Don't
draw attention to yourself. If I were to escape in
any other way than this plan, I would draw too
much attention to myself. And then, the world
would truly know about us, about Nosferatu.
Also, I am ashamed to admit, I cannot
simply evaporate and escape this cell. Not
everything humans once believed about us is
true. Vampires cannot change into vapor or
mist, and flow through cracks in walls or under
doors. Nor can we change shape, into bats, rats,
wolves, or any other animal you may have read
about. Personally, I believe the folklore about

us changing shapes comes from a few stray
encounters with were-creatures, not Nosferatu
(Ah yes, there are werewolves and the like. I
expect you don't believe in them either? Not to
worry, you will meet them.). I digress however.
We are skilled at masquerade and disguise,
of course. When you live several lifetimes
among humans with pulses and breaths, you
learn almost subconsciously to mimic your
surroundings. We even blink without thinking,
although we don't need to on our own. I suppose
some of that skill rubs off in our stalking,
allowing us to blend into shadows, rise or lower
ourselves to match the shadows, roils of fog,
hedges...everything around us becomes cover.
Think of us as the ultimate in chameleons, able
to blend into our environment without thinking.
The fellow you call Jack the ripper was one of
us, you know. Oh yes, that quite helps to explain
how he faded in and out of the dark unseemly
society, eh? A mad
one he was, quite
insane. Moved to
France after the whole
English business, and
continued there for a
while, before the local
guild caught him and
executed him. Don't

The reason is simple:
that would violate
rule number one of
surviving as Nosfer atu:
Don't dr aw attention
to yourself.

believe me? Check your records, you will see.
The sudden stoppage of his crimes in London?
The sudden, but well covered-up series of brutal
murders in Northern France the following years.
I admit being caught was stupid. We
vampires are normally more fastidious
about our crimes, but after many centuries,
and several decades of nothing but easy
success, I guess I became lazy. Contemptuous
even, if I may be so harsh to myself. I
just didn't think I would get caught.
Not to worry, this is a temporary state in
which I find myself, and some good will come
of it. I need to establish a new identity anyway,
and being caught by the police and executed by
the state will definitely erase my old persona,
and wipe clean my record. Beginning again will
be easy this way, and having you by my side will
make it all the better. Your beauty transfixed
me while you where alive, and has only become
more stunning to me after your death, and
transformation. I look forward with joy (can we
really feel joy? after all these centuries, I had
forgotten what such an emotion truly was!) to
our life together when I come back to you.
You no doubt are finding out that we are
strong, but not as legends would have you
believe. Because our muscles don't need oxygen,
17
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they simply do not get tired. We are all wire
and sinew, to coin a phrase I once heard a
Midwest farmer use. I am as strong as a very
strong human, in peak physical condition.
You will be too, someday, as you become used
to your new body. Your beauty will increase
as you become used to your new body.

wondrous thing. I have never had it analysed,
but apparently it acts as a narcotic, some type
of drug in the human system. Once it is injected
into their veins, they are addicted. Hooked, so to
speak, on it. And they don't even know it! Your
victims will wake up dazed and disoriented,
slightly naseous, with no memory of the event.

Lucky for me, the rotation of guards here
in death row is high. Even so, I have lost almost
twenty five pounds. I much preferred the older
prisons, because they were havens to larger
populations of rats and vermin.
It isn't much, but a nice large
rat will keep me satisfied for a
week, in tough times. Between
the guards who venture too
close or get too friendly, and the
occasional bits of raw meat or
chicken I can steal from the kitchen
Even if I survived, which I likely would, I
staff, I am surviving. But, that is
would be on the run from my fellow vampires
who felt I had exposed them to the world at large. rule number two: don't dine too
Our greatest security lies in our secrecy, and that close to home, or too often. To do so brings
most humans really do not believe we exist. Rule attention, and that violates rule number one.
We must never let the world suspect we exist.
number one means that we are to never give
them reason to suspect that our condition is real.
A few years ago, one of us violated that rule
as well. You may well remember him, in the
I've been surviving inside these walls well
Midwest? Got caught when one of his victims
enough. The guards are generous with their
escaped, and found his way to the police? A little
offerings, and I don't sup much from any single
boy, I recall, barely able to describe the horrors
one. The anaesthetic effect of our saliva is a
Of course, that leads me back to rule number
one of being a vampire: Don't draw attention to
yourself. Bending the bars or overpowering the
guards might just be an option, but surviving
the bullets and walking away harm free might
raise a few questions. Just taking the bullets
and not bleeding would raise serious scrutiny,
and I am afraid my "cadaver" would be subject
to much attention. Too much. And that is
something that vampires don't like. Inquisitions.

he had endured. Ironic, the kind policemen
returned with the poor boy to the scene of the
crime, and ended up returning him to his
tormentor. To this day, they can't explain how
they could have given a half-naked, obviously
abused minor into the custody of the serial
maniac, but they did. Call it charm, charisma,
or say that we of the dark simply have a
mesmerizing way about us, but the police didn't
stand a chance once they met the vampire.
Of course, other authorities found out about

Our greatest security
lies in our secrecy,
and that most
humans really do
not believe we exist.
the unusual call. They searched his home, and
found body parts, cooking pots, steaks made
from his victims in his freezer (yes, they are
delicious, no, they don't taste like chicken). He
was a pretentious one, I recall. Even used a G
in his name, instead of the more standard J.
Anyway, he was caught, and the authorities came
close to the truth. He was called a cannibal, a
human vampire. I think if he hadn't had those
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frozen hams and rump roasts, they might
have guessed, but you always used to believe
that stuff about us needing fresh blood, didn't
you? Trust me, fresh is best, of course, but
anything rare and still dripping is welcome.
He was sentenced to life imprisonment
(a stupid stupid mistake on his part... you
will find that we vampires tend to migrate to
places that still practice the death penalty.
spending eternity in a cell is not our idea of
pleasure, and eventually, the authorities will

Well, he was impaled, that is true, and we
used wood too. The only way to make sure,
you know. For some reason, inorganic items
simply do not harm us. Lead, iron, copper, do
nothing. Oh, I have felt the force behind a bullet,
for example, but the missile itself does almost
nothing to me. I get back on my feet, and a few
minutes later, there isn't even a hole in my skin. I
wish I could say the same for some of my outfits. I
never found the time in all my centuries to learn
to like mending. I just don't have the patience
for it. Wood however, or any organic item that
is living does indeed hurt,
painfully hurt. A splinter,
for example, still brings
tears to my eyes, or would,
if I had any tears to cry.

My path to freedom
runs directly through
the execution. I want
nothing delaying it.
notice that their cannibal murderer, serial
killer, etc. is remarkably young, still youthful
with vim and vigor, despite the ninety five years
he has been incarcerated) and would still be
there if not for the action of a few people who
owed us favors. Remember how he died? The
authorities officially listed it as an attack with
a broomstick, a rape gone horribly wrong.
He was impaled and killed by other inmates
for his crimes of preying on children.

that I have not filed an appeal of my sentence,
nor asked for a stay or clemency. My path to
freedom runs directly through the execution. I
want nothing delaying it. I have been a model
prisoner during my tenure, however you will
see in my files that every chance I have to speak
to those decision makers, those who believe
they hold the life-or-death of my body in their
thrall, I hasten to remind them that I am a killer,
unreformed, and ready to do so again. Not mad,
not insane, I want no attempts at rehabilitation,
just a simple murderous man with no moral
compass to guide me, nothing to keep me from
killing the first person I cross on the outside.
I want no last minute call from the governor,
no clemency. Just the cool steel table under my
back and the skills of the paramedic at my side.

Oddly enough, plastic
does not seem to have that
effect. I know that it is organic, but perhaps
because it has died, and been metamorphosed,
it loses something. I don't know, and despite my
mild curiosity, I really don't care to expend the
energy to research it. But I do know that wood
is anathema to me and my kind. And I know
that there are more ways to reach the heart than
from the front. It takes a bit more stake, but
you can reach it from other directions as well.

This state practices lethal injection. I will
simply lie there, and expire as a good killer
should. They will check me for pulse, respiration,
and when they are happy that I exhibit none
of the signs of life, they will declare me dead.
No autopsy need be performed, my death will
have been witnessed by dozens of the best
witnesses one could acquire. They will package
my body in a simple cardboard box, ship me off
to a local funeral home, where I will lie in state
unmourned. I will be buried the next day in the
common cemetery, in a non-descript grave, with
Do I have a plan? Of course I do. You will note no fanfare. After two days in the fresh earth, I
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will rejuvenate and dig my way out, and be off
again with a new life, a new name. Rule three:
leave nothing behind, start over again every
decade or so. But do not worry, I do not count you
among the things I will leave behind. For you, I
will return, and we can be together for eternity.
There are plenty of other rules you will
need to know, rules about etiquette and hiding
and service to the guilds and elder members,
as well as rules about your role as a servant to
me, but you need not fear them. I will never
treat you as a servant, I created you to be my
love, my companion. To tell you the truth, my
dear loved one, I have been around so long
I have forgotten more of the rules than you
will ever need to know. I will always be there
to protect you, to shelter and guide you.
My execution is set for May 5th, at
midnight of course. Humans have such
theatrics in death, don't they? I will be buried
the 6th, and will return to you within three
days. Once returned, we can start our life
together, you and I. Until then, do not doubt
that I love you, as I chose to create you, to give
you this gift of eternal life, of the undead.
Yours forever,
Adrian

There the letter ended.
Smuggled to me by one of his
human servants, it reads as a
death sentence to me. Doomed
forever to be his love, his servant,
his worshipping object-de-art.
It was a fate I did not choose to
share with him. I never wanted
this, I never wanted him.
And with the whispered
promises of undreamt passion
from the petit woman standing
next to him, the husky young
funeral director directed his
staff to wheel the coffin of the
convicted murderer Adrian
Terrence into the crematorium.
He held her arm in his as they
watched together the wooden
coffin feed into the gas furnace.
The ceramic door closed as the
gas jets shot higher, burning
everything inside the furnace
into ash.

into his shoulder, a tear
slowly rolling down my cheek.
I smiled, a smile he mistook for
that of grief released, nervous
energy at the incineration of a
loved one. But I knew it was a
smile of happiness, of relief. I
was free of Adrian, at last.

It was almost fitting that
he had forgotten the most
important rules of being a
vampire:

Trust no one, not even your
own creation.

I gripped the young man’s
arm tighter, still taking care to
not use too much strength and
shred his muscle. I leaned
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adventure

The Child

Emperor

A Pathfinder Adventure for Four 5th Level Characters by Inem

Introduction
Centuries ago, the city of Ikeda and its surroundings
were terrorized by hosts of undead, until one day
Shibato Masao united all the cities. The Masao bloodline
seems to have an aptitude for controlling undead, so
Shibato was able to drive away the worst of them. He
was crowned emperor of the newly formed realm, and
for generations, Shibato’s heirs continued to protect it
from renewed incursions of undead. Under the Masaos’
reign, the empire and Ikeda, its capital, flourished.
This golden age has come to an end with the last few
generations of monarchs paying little attention

to the well-being of their people, focusing instead
on gratification of their own desires. The current
emperor, Kuno Masao, celebrates lavish feasts
once a week, despite much of Ikeda’s populace
suffering from hunger. Kuno has sent out his tax
collectors increasingly frequently, collecting money
and food for his celebrations. Despite growing
dissatisfaction, Ikeda’s people have indulged Kuno so
far, many hoping their contributions will gain them
the emperor’s favor, but the population is slowly
realizing they have accepted things for too long. The
situation is tense and violence is close to erupting.
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Hooks
This adventure begins with the PCs
attending one of Kuno’s frequent
feasts for one of several reasons:
A previous patron has
arranged invitations for them
as thanks for past help.

Growing concerned a revolution is close,
some middle-class citizens have pulled
strings, hoping the somewhat renowned
heroes will be able to talk to some high
ranking nobles or even the emperor
himself and bring them to their senses.

The PCs are seeking access to a high
ranking noble’s library, but have been
turned away when trying to reach
him directly. By bribing the right
people, they have managed to acquire
invitations to the feast, where they hope
to speak to the noble during the social
part of the evening after the dinner.

Feast
The feast takes place in the palace’s
great hall, to which, upon presentation
of their invitations, the PCs are led after

a brief tour of the royal home. Clearly,
the palace is well-maintained and no
expenses are spared on the extravagant
decorations made from any precious
material imaginable. Both inside and out,
the palace stands in stark contrast to even
the middle-class districts of Ikeda that have
fallen into disrepair, as the inhabitants
scramble to indulge Kuno’s demands.

The PCs find themselves at the bottom of
this feast’s social ladder, their table smaller
than all others, and farthest from Kuno. In
fact, their table is close enough to the main
doorway that through most of dinner they
are plagued by a cold draft. The PCs share
their table with several other people:
A pair of nobles recently fallen into
disfavor with the emperor due to
a discussion that was overheard
between the pair where they were
making rude remarks about Kuno’s
mother. These two spend the evening
complaining about their ‘demotion’

A merchant, who supplied a rare wine
for this event. For him, this feast is a
once in a lifetime chance to participate
in a higher-class life, and he is happy
and joyful throughout the evening.

Otagi and her fourteen year old son Aso.

Aso is actually the emperor’s second
cousin. Otagi explains the two of them eat at
the lowest table due to the distant relation
and due to the emperor’s distaste for them.
Kuno was very fond Aso’s father growing
up, but never really approved of him
marrying Otagi. Matters worsened when
not long after Aso’s birth, Otagi’s husband
left her, denouncing the Masao family name
in the process. He has never been seen
since, and Kuno blaims Otagi and her son
for the whole matter. The only reason Aso
and Otagi are even still invited to these
feasts is that social protocol dictates they
have to be, since Aso technically carries
the Masao bloodline in him (though he is
currently only 17th in line for the throne
and about as unimportant as he can be).
Aso is curious about the PCs’ life, pressing
them for tales of their heroic deeds.
When food is brought, it highlights
this table’s status. Every course is
served here last, after most other tables
have received seconds or thirds, and
they only receive single servings. It is
still sufficient to sate an appetite, but
there is no chance to mimic the massive
overindulgence going on elsewhere.

Progress through the evening,
allowing the PCs to chat with the other
guests at their table and describing both
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entertainment (in the form of acrobats and
bard’s singing praise to the emperor) and
food. During the pheasant course, PCs might
start noticing some of the nobles at other
tables looking slightly ill (DC19 Perception).
If brought up, the two nobles at their table
will huff that that is quite normal for the
tables that receive plenty of food. By the
cheese course, any PC who continued eating
normally will start to feel slightly ill. NPCs
at their table will admit to feeling the same
way, though the amount of food doesn’t
warrant this. Glancing up, many of the
guests at the other tables are looking sick,
though most try to hide it, as if ashamed
they can’t eat more (DC14 Perception).
Soon, guests begin dropping
unconscious one by one. The PCs might
be aware (DC14 Knowledge (local or
nobility)) that there are food testers
trying everything in order to prevent
poisonings. Before they can dwell on it,
Kuno himself collapses. The emperor’s
son announces the remainder of the
feast is cancelled, promising everyone
will receive invitations to a future event.
Anyone still conscious is ushered out
with promises that everyone who was
present will receive invitations to a new
feast once the emperor is feeling better.

Invitation
Over the next two days, word spreads
that the emperor has died, poisoned at his
last feast. The absence of a leader makes
the growing unrest among the capital’s
population boil over, leading to violent
confrontations between mobs of poorer
citizens and richer Ikedians. Instead of
the expected deescalating announcement
when Kuno’s son will be crowned emperor,
however, there are rumors that he and the
entire line of succession were poisoned
as well. This last part proves to be untrue
when a messenger summons the PCs to
the palace, courtesy of Aso. The invitation
indicates the boy needs help, mentioning
‘monetary compensation’ in return.

At the palace, Aso and his mother
receive the PCs, accompanied by Toda, the
deceased emperor’s advisor, who brings the
group up to speed: All the food at the feast
was dosed with trace amounts of a poison
so dilute regular quantities of food would
only make you feel ill (like everyone at the
PCs’ table). However, all the other tables
overindulged significantly and over the last
two days everyone who sat there has died.
This included the emperor, his son and the
other fourteen people ahead of Aso in the
line of succession to the throne, making

him the last living member of the Masao
bloodline. Toda explains Aso taking the
throne and giving the poor hope for change
is the only thing that can still stop a full
on war between the social classes at this
point. Empathic PCs (Sense Motive DC16)
realize that Toda sees his duty first and
foremost to the empire and its people. He
neither likes nor dislikes the soul remaining
Masao heir, but he recognizes crowning
Aso is the empire’s only hope for stability.

Unfortunately, making Aso the ruler
is not straightforward. Even though the
empire is a hereditary monarchy, tradition
dictates each new emperor must still
have the power to protect the citizens
should hordes of undead ever return to the
realm. To prove themselves worthy, each
prospective emperor must face a group
of zombies in the colosseum, and must
survive while making the undead dance
the ceremonial ‘Thrilla’ dance. The idea
is that only an emperor with the power
to take the greatest threat to the realm
and turn it into entertainment is mighty
enough to protect the realm. Aso must
overcome this trial to become emperor.
Like all Masao, Aso’s blood grants him
some aptitude at controlling undead. The
Masao focus this power with a magic item
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called ‘fiddle of the night’. These fiddles
are made of bone, with strings made from
the tail hairs of a vampiric magical beast
(one heir a century ago tried to use the
hair of a humanoid vampire; the fiddle
only worked on humanoid undead and he
died during the trial). They work only for
those of the Masao bloodline, amplifying
latent abilities, and each fiddle only works
for the person that chose and cut off the
hairs, meaning each emperor needs their
own. Fortunately, the bone part of such a
fiddle is already completed: Kuno ordered
an old elven instrument maker to produce
it for his son’s eventual trial. Aso still
needs the hairs for the strings, however.

Traditionally, Aso’s father should
be accompanying his son in procuring
them. He would have also known where
to look for a vampiric hydra (the Masao
emperors have used the same hair source
for several generations), unlike the 14-year
old Aso. With his father out of the picture,
Aso needs assistance, but no one in the
palace can be trusted entirely after the
whole poisoning event. So, Aso, impressed
by the stories of the PCs’ heroic deeds,
wishes to hire them. He offers 1500 gp for
assistance in acquiring his fiddle strings,
and another 750 gp for helping him succeed
at his trial. He can also offer access to
the palace library once he is emperor.

Should they accept, Toda points
the PCs in the direction of the Durzon
Isles, a group of broken islands to the
northwest. Kuno travelled there with
his father for his strings, so a vampiric
hydra must live on one of the islands of
the archipelago, which formed when an
earthquake tore apart a peninsula. Once
they find it, Aso will need to examine the
tail hairs in order to choose some, and
having sufficient time to do so requires the
hydra to be incapacitated. Toda can’t give
specifics, but knows undead are immune
to effects such as stunning. Allegedly,
Kuno succeeded by putting the Hydra into
a sort of food coma. Unfortunately, that
involves letting the hydra drain blood,
multiple times. To help with this, Toda
hands over a potion, which makes the
drinker’s body quickly replenish its blood.

Potion of Blood
Replenishment

Acts as a potion of cure light wounds, but
additionally heals 8 points of constitution
damage which resulted from blood
loss, such as a vampire’s blood drain.

Toda explains that Aso’s upcoming
trial needs to be announced to the public
for seven days from now, claiming that
is the maximum amount of time before

the riots will turn into a full blown
revolution if there is no new emperor.

Despite her son’s protests that he
doesn’t need it, Otagi gives the PCs a
stuffed animal, stating Aso got it from his
father, and it will remind him to be brave
if he is frightened during the journey.

Stuffed Animal

A non-magical stuffed lion. If presented
to Aso as a move action while he is
cowering in fear (see ‘frightened child’
ability in the ‘Bone Fiddle’ section),
that condition immediately ends.

Bone Fiddle

The journey starts with escorting Aso to
Eldrin, the old elven instrument maker, to
pick up the body of the fiddle. Although
Aso was so far down the line of succession
no one recognizes him in the streets, the
group is accosted along the way. A group
of disgruntled Ikedians are looking for
someone to take their frustration out on.
Aso’s noble clothes make him an attractive
target unless the PCs disguised him before
leaving the palace (Disguise check, opposed
by enemies’ Perception checks). If Aso is not
recognized as a noble, skip this encounter.
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Journey

Combatants

What

Tactics

Disgruntled
Half-Orcs

2 Traitorous Brigands (CR2,
Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game NPC Codex)

Attack toughest party member,
flee at 50% HP. (Perception -1)

Aso

Heir Apparent (CR2, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game NPC
Codex) with 'frightened child'
special ability (see below)

Fight back if attacked, plead
with PCs not to kill anyone

Disgruntled
Humans

4 Brigands (CR1/2, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game NPC Codex)

Frightened Child

Aso is a 14-year old child that has only
known court life. Upon being hit by any
attack from an undead, he gains the
cowering condition for one round.

Upon arriving at Eldrin’s house, the old
elf invites the group inside. Despite the
riots going on in town, the man seems
very happy as he presents Aso with his
masterfully crafted fiddle. Proud of his
work, he rambles in detail about the
instrument. Eldrin entertains the group
for as long as they will stay. It takes a
pointed reminder as to the urgency of
things before Aso excuses himself.

Attack richest looking party member,
flee at 50% HP. (Perception +0)

Prepar ation
Knowing what they are hunting, the
PCs may want some information on
vampires, available at local churches
in return for a donation which they
can pay or convince Aso to cover
(Diplomacy check). PCs can also make
Knowledge(Religion) checks themselves.
Knowledge
Donation
(Religion) DC value (gp)

Diplomacy
DC

16

40

17

25

130

26

20

70

21

The ship journey to the Durzon Isles takes
one day. There, the PCs must search the
various isles of the broken Archipelago
for the hydra. The ship’s crew refuses to
set foot on any of the fog-covered islands
known to be home to undead. Finding
the hydra requires three successes on
DC22 Perception or DC18 Survival checks.
Retries are possible, but for every two
failures, the characters waste half a day
thoroughly searching the wrong island,
and have a random encounter (1d6 on table
below). After a maximum of 3 days, they
stumble across the hydra regardless.
1-3

2 Bat Swarms (CR2, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Bestiary)

6

3 Ghasts (Ghoul) (CR2, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Bestiary)

4-5

2 Allips (CR3, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Bestiary)

Received information
Damage Reduction,
Energy Resistance

Special Attacks & Qualities
Remaining abilities
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Vampiric Hydr a
Eventually the group encounters the hydra (at night). Blood red-eyes decorate all five
heads and a small bushel of hair adorns the end of its otherwise reptilian tail. Due to its
undead immunities, incapacitating the Hydra is most likely achieved by overfeeding it.
Combatants
Vampiric
Hydra
Aso

What
Hydra with Vampire
template (CR6, both
Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game Bestiary)
see above

The hydra will only feed when
sufficiently hurt, but each time it does, it
becomes more sluggish. After using its
blood drain ability six times, it lies down
on the battlefield, as if to take a nap. It
is not really sleeping (DC13 Perception),
so if someone gets close to its heads,
it will attack without getting up (-2
penalty on attack and damage rolls due
to sluggishness), though it won’t drain
more blood. It remains in this stupor-like
food coma for five minutes, sufficient for
Aso to cut some hairs from the tail.
If the PCs come up with a shorter-

Tactics
Bite, unless damaged beyond what fast
healing 5 regenerates each round, in
which case try to grapple (CMB+13)
to use Blood Drain and heal.
Try to stay out of way but close for
when Hydra is incapacitated

lasting incapacitation method,
Aso can rush this process, but it
still takes him 1d4+2 rounds.
If the hydra is reduced to 0HP, it
assumes gaseous form and escapes.
Between nighttime and fog, it is nearly
impossible to follow (DC28 Perception).
Following its tracks (from coming here)
back to its lair is likewise difficult, but
two hours of successful tracking (DC18
Survival) can lead to a cave, where the
hydra is encountered again (it has fully
regenerated). If the PCs don’t track
down the cave, they must wait until
the hydra reemerges the next night.
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Trial
The return to Ikeda takes another
day. If Aso is disguised as not nobleborn, the group reaches the palace
safely, otherwise repeat the encounter
from the ‘Bone Fiddle’ section.

Aso uses any time remaining before
his trial to prepare. Completing the fiddle
doesn’t take long, but getting the undead
to dance the ‘Thrilla’ is tricky. For every
two days he practices playing, add +1 to
his performance score during the trial (see
below). Any PC with ranks in perform can
help Aso (DC20 Perform, 1/day of practice,
+1 per success to performance score).
When the time comes, Aso is led to the
coliseum close to midnight, accompanied
by the PCs. Thousands of spectators fill
the stands, waiting to see if they will
have a new emperor before the night is
over. Floodlights illuminate the stadium
where the moonlight is not sufficient,
as Aso and the PCs march to the middle
of the arena. Several gates open, and a
variety of undead pour forth into the
arena. As Aso plays his fiddle, the undead
feel its power and rush towards the
source. PCs must hold them back from
Aso until he reaches a performance

score of 5 (see table below), at which point the undead cease attacking and
begin to dance, clumsily at first. For the ‘Thrilla’ dance to be sufficiently
impressive to let Aso pass the trial, the performance score must reach 10.
Combatants
Zombies
Bestial
Undead
Aso

What
7 human zombies (CR1/2, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Bestiary)
4 Ape, Gorillas (Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
Bestiary) with Plagued Beast template (CR3,
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Bestiary5)
see above

Tactics
Try to reach Aso
Try to reach Aso
Play fiddle

Aso’s performance score starts at 0, plus any bonuses accumulated by
practice (see above). The following actions change his score:
PC action
Reduce number of performers
by destroying an undead
Encourage Aso

Gauge crowd reaction and give Aso
feedback as to whether he should
increase or decrease tempo
Improve performance by
dancing along with undead

Other action that makes
performance more impressive
(e.g. casting certain spells)

Necessary check
-

Performance score change
-1 (maximum -3)

Sense Motive DC19

+1 (maximum +3)

Diplomacy DC18

Perform(Dance)
DC12
-

+1 (maximum +3)

+1 (only works if score
above 5, bonus persists
while PC dances)
+1 (maximum +1 per
different action)
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Additionally, Aso’s performance score
increases by +1 every round after he
starts playing (representing him finding
his rhythm), up to a maximum of +3.
However, on the fourth round, he makes
mistakes, reducing his performance score
by 3 (negating the +3 from the previous
three rounds). The undead can act
normally that round. This also holds true
if Aso interrupts his performance due to
cowering after being hit. Repeat the cycle
of Aso’s score increasing by 1 per round to
a maximum of +3, before dropping down
to 0 until the score reaches 10, or less than
six undead remain for the performance.

Conclusion

If Aso’s performance score reaches 10,
the undead performance of the ‘Thrilla’
is amazing. Under great cheers from the
crowd, the young man is crowned the
new emperor. The PCs are given their
promised reward and Aso promises the
frequent feasts will stop in favor of the
well-being of the common citizens. A long
road awaits before the empire flourishes
again, but Aso inspires enough hope among
the population that the riots die down.
Should Aso’s performance fail, the PCs
will be forced to fight their way out of the

arena just to save themselves
and Aso. In this case, no new
emperor is crowned and the
riots erupt into a full blown
war between the lower
classes and the nobles.

Continuation

Aso, the new emperor,
hires the PCs to find
out who poisoned the
remainder of his family.

What ever happened to
Aso’s father? How did he
manage to disappear so
completely? And is he
involved in what is going on?
Perhaps it was no accident
that the dose of the poison
worked out exactly so that
Aso survived but everyone
else ahead of him in the line
of succession was killed?
If they failed, Aso needs
to flee the city before an
angry mob kills him, and
the PCs, who are now
his known associates,
are in similar danger.
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Short Story

Sight of Spring
by GeneT

ida Cees Janneke stood completely still in a shaft of sunlight. Far above
her was the opening of the ancient step-well. Centuries ago, in a time
lost to even myth, the well had been built, it’s square opening placed
in the center of a ridge of rock that sprung from the surrounding
grassy plateau like a snake uncovered from a dune of sand. The sun
was high, but the intense dry heat of summer did not reach down into the depths of
the well, which was cool and humid. Alida looked up through darkened level upon
level, squinting in the bright light trying to gauge how long it would last. The light
shone down through an aperture of stone built into the center of each level.

A

She had become trapped in that brightness by the Shadow she had found waiting
for her at the bottom of the well. A Shadow sent to kill her by her brother. As the
minutes became hours, she had to step to stay within the sun’s light as it moved
slowly across the bottom of the well’s tiled floor. Unlucky, she had arrived after the
29
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light had crossed the center of
the floor and the waters of the
well.

Legs shaking from standing
for so long, Alida knelt for a
brief moment. Tendrils of inky
blackness uncoiled from the
dim alcoves carved into to
bottom of the well, coalescing
into a wriggling mass of thick
tentacles that reached out of
the grey paleness outside the
light toward Alida. The Shadow
had tested the light this way

Alida until curling away like
vines burned by fire, smoking
and shriveled. Alida closed her
eyes for a moment, thankful
that there had been no clouds
in the blue summer sky when
she entered. She had come to
seek the ancient oracle that was
rumored to live in the waters of
the well. Waters that rose from
deep below the step-well into
the shaft that feed the pool in its
center. The surface of the pool
was low, some feet below the
first step that dropped down

Alida Cees Janneke, High
Priestess of Ishar a,
Sight of Spring, Esimene
tütar, stood and faced
her tormentor.
many times and Alida watched
with apprehension as the tips of
those sinuous tentacles entered
the oval of light that was her
refuge. They spasmed as the
light contacted them, struggled
against it, nearly touching

into an opening in the center of
the floor. If it were not for the
Shadow keeping her to the light,
Alida would have had to step
down five or six steps to reach
the water. If the year had not
been so dry, the water would

have likely submerged
lowest level of the well.

this

A hissing voice slipped from
an alcove just to the right as
the Shadow took a shambling
upright form and eased out into
the thinnest area of grey.

“The sun will falter soon,” it
said. “The light will fall.”

Alida
Cees J a n n e k e ,
High Priestess of Ishara, Sight
of Spring, Esimene tütar; stood
and faced her tormentor. She
has a strong jaw and a dimple
in the middle of her chin that
un-favors few women. It is hard
to see these when she raises
her eyes to look at you. It is as
if they capture all the available
light and everything else dims
around her. They are a color of
blue that is mesmerizing, made
more vibrant when placed amid
the darkness of her skin and
black hair. Blue, like the water
around the numerous isles that
dot the south coast of Hellas;
a surface color full of inviting
radiance, behind it a middle blue

of luxury and exquisiteness, and
a deeper color, something equal
parts desire and fearful to view.

“You have yet failed at my
brother’s work,” Alida said to it.
“The day is still upon us.”

A boiling of laughter rumbled
from a mouth that spawned
upon the Shadow’s chest.
Curling wisps of smoke seemed
to lick rows of sharp black teeth.
And it eased toward Alida until
just beyond the rim of brightest
light, mere feet from her.
“Brother’s work,” it said
taunting. “He is our work. Ours.
And once we are finished, he will
be a husk of flesh only. Hollowed
out and filled with us until he is
nothing more.”

Alida unconsciously stepped
towards it, her anger stronger
than her sense. A thin band
of light separated her from it,
from Death, and she began a
supplication. If she were to die,
then she would die with words
of praise for her Gods.
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“Ea

God of Land
God of Light
God of Water
God of Life

Take my eyes
Take my words
Take my soul
I am yours.
Ishara

God of Love
God of Might
God of Children
God of Night

Take my Heart
Take my Lips
Let me give life
through the breadth
of my hips.”

The light fails then as Alida
faces the Shadow. A cloud or
some trick plunges her into the
dusky grey. But she does not step
back until the reaching tentacled
arms of it begin to wrap around
her body. It tears the flesh from

one side of her face, exposing
the bone of her teeth in a chaotic
smile, and rips away the lower
part of one arm. Alida Cees
Janneke stumbles away from
it in the terror of the pain and
tumbles down the well’s steps
into the upper reaches of the
pool’s water. The Shadow
descends upon her with languid
certainty, a predator sure of its
prey, and Alida’s blood stains the
steps and swirls into the water.
She can not finish her prayer.
She looks up at the Shadow as
it bunches above her and falls
upon her body. Struggling in the
agony of her ending, she drags it
deeper into the water. Her flesh
peels off under the caress of its
touch.
At some point, there is no
pain and the thrashing that
turns her under the water is not
hers. She begins to faintly hear
singing in a language long lost to
ears of men and opens her eyes
to a shimmering brightness.
Crawling from the water, step
by step, Alida sits with half
her body still within the pool’s

embrace. Her face is whole, her
arm regained, the strips of her
body torn from her restored.
The singing rises and the pool’s
radiance fills the lower level with
a pulsing light. It beats along
with Alida’s heart and she feels
it in the skin of her fingertips.

Standing
with
shaking
legs, she looks upon what was
left of the Shadow. It drifted
for a moment before slowly
descending into the dark depths.
It had been a man once, before
hollowed out for darkness. The
light and singing faded with it
as it sank and was lost to the
depths of the water. In the halflight Alida ascended the circling
outer rim of the step-well to
the surface, the rising heat of
upper levels laying upon her like
one heavy cloak after another
until she reached the surface
drenched in sweat and breathing
heavily. The long green grasses
that surrounded the step-well
provided no shade against the
heat.
Centurion
Relista
was
waiting for her, both of their

horses tethered nearby. He
rushed to her side, but did not
move to touch her.

“Did the Oracle give an
answer,” he asked.
“In a fashion,” Alida said
while grabbing his arm and
leaning on him as they walked
to their horses.

“We do not make peace with
my brother,” Alida said after
a while. “We fight against a
Darkness more than just him.
And for more than just the
throne.”

The sun had nearly set as they
rode away from the step-well.
Alida out in front of Centurion
Relista. He, always just a short
distance behind her, the dark
pupils of his eyes wriggling
along the edges.
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game tools

The Trouble with

Tribbles 3D Combat
									by
Gallupsmirror
Sooner or later, it happens. The party...
...stands atop a 100-foot tower.
Somebody shoots an arrow at a
distant monster on the ground.

...is flying on a magic carpet. An antipaladin on a winged horse dive-bombs
them from above with a lance.

...is jumping across a 30-foot chasm. One
side is 15 feet higher than the other.
Welcome to 3D combat! How far
apart is creature A from creature
B in situations like these?

The answer is what decides player movement
costs, weapon range increments, the results
of flying or leaping, and various associated
bonuses, penalties, and limitations.
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It’s easy to measure distances on a flat grid, but how do you count off distances
on a grid in three dimensions? This comes up regularly in the games I play or
DM. If it happens to you too, read on, and I will tell you my delicious recipe for...

Formula

GallupsMirror’s 3D-Grid Fudge - Serve Hot!
Step One
Measure (Count off the three distances (X,Y,Z).)
1. Altitude: How many squares higher/lower is point
A than point B? Example Answer: 27
2. Longitude: How many squares farther east/west is
point A than point B? Example Answer: 75
3. Latitude: How many squares farther north/south
is point A than point B? Example Answer: 1

Step Two
Mix (Square each measurement. Add the three results together.)
1. 27 x 27 = 729
2. 75 x 75 = 5625
3. 1 x 1 = 1
4. 729 + 5625 + 1 = 6355
right-aligned image
Step Three
Bake (Find the square root.)
The square root of 6355 = 79.718254

Notes
This works fine for 5E. Pathfinder, or, as I
like to call it, Mathgrinder, has that wacky
rule where every other single diagonal
square you travel counts as two squares.
Pathfinder math won't work with real
math, in part because the diagonals of
a square are 1.4142..., not 1.5 times the
length of the sides, so, to be compatible
mechanically with Pathfinder, the formula
would have to be modified to
give the wrong answer. This
bugs me a little. It can be
done but I'd rather not.

Step Four: Serve (Round off. Serve on a doily.)
Answer: Point A and point B are 79 squares apart.
In 5E, 1 square = 5 feet, so 79 squares = 395 feet.
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adventure

Dark Encounter on Flexiar Island
A Pathfinder Adventure for Four 5th Level Characters by Inem

Introduction
A year ago, a group of four hundred refugees set
off from the war-torn country of Takana, where their
lives had been in permanent danger. War between
the regime and rebels had been raging for years,
with both sides receiving support from various
neighboring nations, and many civilians had seen
their livelihoods destroyed or their friends and family
slaughtered. Risking everything, they trekked over
a harsh mountain range, to one of the nation’s port
cities, where they paid smugglers a fortune to get
them two ships they crowded on to, headed north,
in promise of not even a semblance of a normal

life, but simply the possibility of surviving. They
rechristened the ships, old and beat up as they were,
‘Hope’ and ‘Optimism’, in light of their journey’s goal.

Many did not survive the trek across the mountains.
More died from lack of food or water during the ship’s
voyage north. Those that survived thought themselves
saved when they reached the harbor of the nation of
Erara, but instead of hope, food and water, they found a
wall of warships waiting for them, turning them away
at the threat of destruction before they ever made port.
They were not wanted there, nor in the nation of Gola,
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where they headed next. Again they were
turned away, unwelcome, though at least
the people there felt bad enough to provide
some food and water. An act that saved
many lives, and the people of Gola from
having a bad conscience. After all, they had
helped. They couldn’t be expected to do
more, to take in these strangers who might
be dangerous and threaten their lives.
So the two Takanan ships continued
to head north. Many more succumbed
to illness from the harshness of the trip.
Then, during a storm, one of the two old
and battered ships, the ‘Optimism’ finally
had enough, and sank. Many more died
that night, and many supplies were lost.
But the Takanan’s were simply greatful for
every man and woman who managed to
survive the disaster and be hauled aboard
the ‘Hope’. Half a week of rough weather
later, it became clear that the second ship
would not last much longer either, and
so the refugees set course for the largest
island in sight, ran the ship ashore and
were stranded. They made the best of it
however, having learned not to expect help
from anyone else, and so Flexiar Island
became their new home. Only a hundred
of the original refugees made it to the
island alive. Another half of those died in
the first months, as they learned to deal

with their new home, until eventually a
small village was established, with access
to clean water, and a rudimentary farming
system that is enough to provide for their
community. They do not have much, but
they are surviving, and do not need to be
worried constantly about when the war
will finally claim their life. All was good for
several months, or as good as it could be for
a group of 50 people living on a harsh island
with little help and with dangers lurking
in the jungle, until two days ago, when a
group of three children went missing. The
Takanans followed some strange tracks
from where the children had been playing,
through the dangerous jungle, and finally
stumbled upon an ancient temple. It was
there that their courage abandoned them,
and they turned back. Though they feel
ashamed and like cowards, the ancient
stone structure on an island, which was
apparently not always abandoned, was too
daunting for any of them to explore further.
Perhaps the missing children are a sacrifice
that is necessary to appease whatever
ancient god watches over this island.

Hooks

The PCs might arrive at the Takanan
refugee village on Flexiar Island
for a number of reasons:

Not everyone was in favor of turning
the refugees away when they reached
Gola. A church or other organization
the PCs are associated with was very
vocal about helping the Takanans.
Having finally learned of their fate
of stranding on Flexiar Island and
starting a new life there, they have
put together some supplies (food,
medicine, tools, seeds) that will at least
help the refugees survive. The PCs
are tasked with protecting the ship
delivering the supplies to the village and
ensuring they get there. The church/
organization has also asked them to
look/ask around while they are there,
to figure out if there are specific things
that might be helpful to the Takanans
if they send another aid shipment.

A family of four, persecuted in their home
country for their religious beliefs, has
heard of the Takanans refugee town,
and decided to strike out and make their
fortune among others who have had to
flee their homes. They hire the PCs to
escort them safely to Flexiar Island.
The PCs are simply stopping by to trade
for some supplies with the Takanans as
they are on their way somewhere else.
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Flexiar Island
The subptropical island the Takanans
have stranded and made their home on is
mostly covered by a jungle that is home
to a variety of dangerous creatures. The
refugees have thus limited their exploration
to the necessities so far, and set up their
small village close to the beach where
the ‘Hope’ ran ashore. Fortunately, they
eventually discovered a source of clean
water in the form of a river, and the climate
supports the growing of some crops,
even if the refugees only have a limited
amount of seeds available. Supplemented
by occasional hunting and scavenging
forays into the dangerous jungle, the
fifty Takanans have managed to get by.
The island is not as uninhabited as it
has seemed to the Takanans in the first
few months, however. In fact, it is home
to Boggards, a race of frog people who
live deep within the island’s jungle. The
Boggards have been aware of the humans
for about a month now, and are displeased
about this intrusion into their home. It was
them who kidnapped the three Takanan
children, and they are indeed at threat of
being sacrificed to the Boggards’ ancient
frog-god Curoak, as the refugees suspected.
This will not appease the Boggards,

however, nor is this actually their goal.
The reason they captured the children was
specifically to lure groups of the Takanans
into their temple, where they could kill
them off one by one, rather than having to
mount a all out attack on the village that
they do not really have the numbers for. Of
course, so far the Takanans have been too
frightened to actually enter the temple, but
for the moment the Boggards are patient,
and still keeping the children alive.

Beginning the adventure
The adventure begins when the PCs
reach the refugee village on the island,
following whichever adventure hook was
used. Talking to the Takanans should
quickly reveal the fact that three of their
children have gone missing from where
they were playing. If at this point the PCs
immediately want to begin investigating,
they can do so. The Takanans can easily
show them to the area on the edge of the
jungle where the children were last seen
playing, and the tracks leading away
from there. In this case, skip straight
to ‘Tracking the children’ below.
Otherwise, the PCs might first want to
talk to someone in charge, either about
this issue, or about whatever brought

them to the island in the first place. The
village leader is a forty year old man
named Harra, but finding that out and
being directed to him either takes some
successful convincing (DC 18 Diplomacy
check) or two hours of time invested in
looking around and talking to people.
Harra will listen to what the PCs have to
say, though he will quickly bring up the
issue of the missing children if the PCs
do not do so on their own. He will try
to leverage anything the PCs want (e.g.
supplies like water, letting the family they
brought settle in the village, etc.) into
getting them to investigate the temple for
his people, and uncover the childrens’ fate.
If this is not enough, however, he offers
them his wife’s golden necklace , with a
ruby set in the middle (total worth 3000
gp). His wife was killed by the war back
in Takana, and he brought the necklace
with him when he fled as a memory, but
money and gems are of no real value here
in their new home. If that’s what it takes
to get the PCs to help, he will sacrifice it.

Tr acking the Children
Curiosity, the desire to help, or Harra’s
monetary reward should eventually lead
to the PCs agreeing to help uncover what
happened to the children, and being led to
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the place where they were last seen playing.
The tracks the Takanans followed the first
time are still there and will be pointed out
to the PCs, though between the dangers of
the jungle and being afraid of the temple at
the end of the tracks, none of the refugees is
willing to accompany the group. Following
the tracks requires three successes on
DC23 Perception or DC19 Survival checks.
Retries are possible, but for every two
failures, the PCs waste two hours stumbling
around the jungle and have a random
encounter (1d8 on the table below).
1-3

1 Forest Drake (CR4, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Bestiary 2)

7-8

Parasite, Giant Rot Grub
(CR3, Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game Bestiary 3)

4-6

2 Giant Mantis (CR3, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Bestiary)

Independently of these random
encounters, the trek through the jungle
comes with the usual annoyances, one of
which is the repeated appearance of tiny
flies and mosquitoes. While they do not
do any damage, they should be described
as irritating the characters. If the PCs do
not deal with them in any way, one PC will
get bitten and contract Malaria (DC 18
Fortitude save, see Pathfinder Chronicles:

Heart of the Jungle), plus one additional PC
for every two hours the PCs are senselessly
wandering the jungle due to failed
Perception and Survival checks (see above).

The temple

Sooner or later, the PCs will be able to
successfully follow the tracks to the
ancient stone temple, with an entrance
that is shaped like the mouth of some
reptilian or amphibian creature (it is in
fact supposed to be a frog mouth, but the
resemblance is so poor that this is not
apparent until the group has encountered
the rest of the frog motives in the temple).
As the group enters the temple, read
or paraphrase the following text:

Before you, stone steps covered in moss
lead underground at a casual slope that
begins right behind the mouth-shaped
entrance. It appears clear that part of
this temple structure is underground.
As you descend into the darkness ahead
of you, the steps eventually become
damp and slippery. Initially, it isn’t much
of an issue, but soon you find yourself
slowing down to ensure you keep your
balance. Finally, you reach a large
chamber, about fifty by fifty feet large.

The Entr ance Hall
The floor of the entrance level is below
ground level. The whole 50x50 feet room is
covered in a dark, murky water, in essence
making it a swamp. A five foot wide stone
path is visible crossing the room from
the foot of the stairs to a stone door at
the opposite side, though it is only a few
inches above the water level and wet from
water sloshing onto it. Two rows of stone
pillars hold up the ceiling, covered in moss
and a few other growths. Stepping off of
the straight path, an adventurer finds
themselves submerged only a little more
than ankle-deep in the water, however,
below that they encounter a layer of mud.
It is not clear whether this room has no
actual stone floor aside from the path, or
whether it is just buried beneath the dirt,
but the water-soaked mud is hard to move
through and counts as difficult terrain.
This is the first room the Boggards have
set up as a trap in anticipation of anyone
coming after the children. While there
was originally a larger group stationed
here, the Takanans not showing up
after two days has led to security being
reduced again. Still, a guard of three
Boggards remains hidden here at all
times, between the swampy terrain and
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the columns providing cover (Perception
check with a DC equal to the Boggards’
Stealth check, using their +7 bonus).
Read or paraphrase the following text
as the PCs enter the entrance hall:

As you enter the large room, you realize
that apart from a five foot wide stone
path that leads straight through it, the
entire room is covered in a layer of a
murky water. You cannot identify its
source, but it must be connected to
something external, because the water
is not calm, and sways just a little bit
every so often. The path through the
room, which leads to a stone door at
the opposite end, is only a few inches
above water level, so that the water’s
movement makes it splash across the
rock every so often. Without a doubt, the
way across will be slippery. It is unclear
how deep the murky water is without
testing it, but two rows of columns rise
out of it and up to support the ceiling.
They are covered in moss and fungi, as
well as vines and other growths that
seem to extend into cracks in the roof.
As a whole, the room looks a little bit like
a miniature swamp, and judging by the
feint buzzing sound, the concentration of
tiny flies and mosquitoes is likely higher
here than it was throughout the jungle.

Combat with the Boggards begins,
either after the PCs spot them, or with
the frog-creatures getting the drop on the
group while they are crossing the path.
Combatants Tactics
3 Boggards
(CR2,
Pathfinder
Roleplaying
Game
Bestiary)

Start with 'Terrifying
Croak', then move
into melee, using their
superior maneuverability
in the swampy terrain
to get into position.

After the fight, the PCs can cross
the stone path without any further
interruptions. The stone door at the
opposite end of the room is stuck, however,
by a simple lock mechanism the Boggards
use. A switch on the wall near the door, but
underwater, retracts a small rock pillar
on the other side of the door. Finding it
is possible, but difficult for those who do
not know it is there (Perception DC 24).
Alternatively, the door can simply be forced
open with a DC 10 Strength check, which
breaks the stone pillar behind the door.

Corridor

Behind the door lies a corridor, about as
long as the room you just exited, but only
ten feet wide. The stone floor here is merci-

fully dry again, and the corridor appears to
be empty. Another door can be seen at the
other end of it.

Beyond the entrance hall lies a 40 foot
long, ten foot wide corridor. This hallway is
empty of any enemies, however, it does hold
a trap activated by stepping on a pressure
plate immediately behind the door. The
trap is a poison dart trap (Perception DC
21, Disable Device DC 21), which fires two
poisonous darts at the person triggering
the trap (each Atk +12 ranged, 1d3 damage
plus yellow swamp frog poison (Fortitude
DC 12, 1/round, 1 Dex damage, Cure 1 save).
This trap is connected to the door
lock mechanism, so if the PCs found the
switch rather than forcing the door open,
this trap is deactivated. The stone door at
the far side of the corridor is heavy, but
otherwise opens without any issues.

Inner Sanctum

Beyond the formerly guarded door lies
the largest room yet in this temple.
This chamber is approximately 75 feet
in each direction, with more paintings
decorating the walls. A huge statue of a
large frog deity takes up a large chunk of
space at the back of the room, but more
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importantly, in the center of the room is
a large altar. Tracks of blood that dried
while it was running down the side of
the altar are still clearly visible. On top of
the stone slab lay three huddled figures,
tied up but also bunching together as
much as possible out of fright. It appears
the missing Takanan children are still
alive...at least for the moment. Another
one of the ritualistically painted temple
guards stands behind the altar, next
to what must be an important priest
of this frog species, as he is dressed
in very elegant robes and his face is
painted in an even more elaborate
manner. There are more stone doors in
this room, one in each of the walls, but
all of them are shut, for the moment.

The Inner Sanctum is where the
Boggards have been holding the missing
children hostage. When the PCs arrive,
the Boggard priest is still busy once more
debating whether any of the intruders
on the island will ever come for the
children, or whether just to sacrifice them
to their deity Curoak, like they do every
so often with wild animals in order to
appease the deity. There are two options
for getting the children back at this
point; either by diplomacy or by force.

Unfortunately, the Boggards only speak
their own native language. But if the PCs
have access to the Comprehend Languages
spell, or another way of mimicking a
similar effect, then they can communicate
(the Boggard priest will likewise cast
Comprehend Languages in this case). In
this case, the priest makes clear that the
humans are viewed as intruders in the
realm of their deity Curoak, and only the
followers of Curoak are welcome on the
island. If it occurs to the PCs to suggest
that the Takanans might be willing to
convert to the Boggards religion, the
priest is skeptical, but can be convinced
(Diplomacy DC 20) to let the PCs go to at
least attempt to convince the refugees of
this idea. Actually pulling that off is no
small feat, but not impossible, as it is not
like the Takanans previous gods have
given them the best of lives. Convincing
Harra of this relatively outlandish idea
Combatants
Boggard Priest

Boggard
Templeguard
Harra (if present
due to failed
deception)

takes a DC25 Diplomacy check, at which
point he agrees to go along with it. After
communicating with the rest of the
village, he joins the PCs in returning to the
temple, where they need to help get the
communication started between him and
the Boggard priest. The language barrier
is an issue, but if he promises his people
will convert to the religion of Curoak, then
the children are released unharmed.

Alternatively, Harra can be convinced
more easily to pretend to convert to Curoak
(DC 20 Diplomacy) in order to get the
children safely released. In that case, a
Bluff check opposed by the Boggard priest’s
Sense Motive check (+6 bonus) must be
performed by whoever is communicating
with the Boggards via Comprehend
Languages. If the check fails, combat begins
in the same way as if the PCs had chosen
the violent solution from the get-go.

What
Boggard Prophet (CR5, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Monster
Codex), except also knows
Comprehend Languages and has
a Sense Motive bonus of +6
Boggard Savage (CR4, Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game Monster Codex)
Guard, Human warrior 3 (CR1,
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
NPC Codex) without guisarme

Tactics
If PCs bunched
together, use burning
hands, otherwise
Summon Monster

Rage and charge
into melee.
Tries to let PCs do
fighting while he tries
to rescue children
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Bad Ending

(replaces ‘Inner Sanctum’ if time
limit exceeded, see above)

Beyond the formerly guarded door lies
the largest room yet in this temple.
This chamber is approximately 75 feet
in each direction, with more paintings
decorating the walls. A huge statue
of a large frog deity takes up a large
chunk of space at the back of the room,
but more importantly, in the center of
the room is a large altar. Fresh trails of
blood can still be seen running down
the side of the altar. On top of the stone
slab lay three huddled figures, tied up,
with blood pooling around them. It
appears the missing Takanan children
are no longer alive...though they can’t
have died a long time ago. Another one
of the ritualistically painted temple
guards stands behind the altar, next
to what must be an important priest
of this frog species, as he is dressed
in very elegant robes and his face is
painted in an even more elaborate
manner. There are more stone doors in
this room, one in each of the walls, but
all of them are shut, for the moment.

In this version of the ending, the PCs do
not arrive in time and the Boggard Priest
has decided to sacrifice the children to his

deity, assuming no one is going to come looking for them anymore. At this point, the chance
for negotiation has passed, so combat ensues immediately once the PCs enter the room.
Combatants What
Boggard
Boggard Prophet (CR5, Pathfinder
Priest
Roleplaying Game Monster Codex), except
also knows Comprehend Languages
and has a Sense Motive bonus of +6
Boggard
Boggard Savage (CR4, Pathfinder
Templeguard Roleplaying Game Monster Codex)

Aftermath and Outlook
Once the battle (or successful negotiation)
ends, the children can be returned to the
village (either alive or dead, depending
on how long it took the PCs to reach
the Inner Sanctum). If the PCs did not
negotiate, but killed the Boggards, they
can ransack the Inner Sanctum, collecting
various trinkets and art objects (such as
ritualistic frog figurines) worth a total of
500 gp. If they negotiated for the necklace
reward from Harra for finding out what
happened to the children, he will give it
to them, though not without shedding a
tear at its loss. From here on out, there
are several ways this adventure might be
continued, depending on how it ended:
If the diplomatic solution was achieved,
the PCs might be asked to help

Tactics
If PCs bunched
together, use burning
hands, otherwise
Summon Monster
Rage and charge
into melee.

facilitate negotiations and mitigate
misunderstandings as the language
barrier presents an initial obstacle
and will likely continue to do so for
a while, leading to tensions or even
violence after misunderstandings.

If the Boggards were hoodwinked into
releasing the children even though
the Takanans have no real intention of
converting to their religion, violence is
inevitable. Will the PCs aid the refugees
in their defense, or will they even attack
the race of frog people preemptively?
If the Boggard priest and Temple Guard
in the Inner Sanctum were slain, there
are three doors leading further into
the temple that can be explored, which
will lead to (likely violent) encounters
with the rest of the Boggard race.
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Short Story

Tangled
by GeneT

"You sure it'll work."
"Dunno."
"Wha?"

Kitchen's laughter is a light thing, more air than rumble. Her smile is thin by
comparison and not so freely given. Jona has woken that rare smile from its secret
place on Kitchen's lips and has come to guard it when it rises. Kitchen is vulnerable
when she smiles. Her doors and gates are open. She is free from the chains and locks
that bind her. Vulnerable, even if just for a moment. Jona hasn't known her long. Just
since Kitchen wandered in from the dead steppes to the east seven months ago
with shallow eyes and nothing to eat.
"Kidding. Do you want to wait," Kitchen says smiling, eyes up, taking in Jona's
face.
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"No," Jona says knowing
that Kitchen might sneak away
with her if she asked. That she
would forget this whole foolish
endevour and leave the others
to their own ends. That they
could run, forget, hide, simply
be together until whatever end
found and devoured them. But
she can't lie to herself. And she
can't lie to Kitchen. Running
meant death no matter how long
they'd have together. At least
this was a chance for living, for
time, for them.
"Ok," Kitchen says. "Ready?"
Jona nods.

They had to crawl through
a tangle of narrow pipes half
full of rot while careful that
the cages they carried didn't
get submerged for long and kill
the rats. Each had two cages to

manage. Each cage had five or
so rats. Some more alive than
others. Now and then Kitchen
stopped and Jona waited, one
hand gripping the rope that tied
them together as Kitchen led
them through the blackness.
Jona didn't know how Kitchen
could see in the dark. She never
asked. It didn't matter to her that
Kitchen was different. Kitchen's
eyes glowed when she looked at
Jona. A dull soft blue that ebbed
in tidal brightness, as if pulsing
with Kitchen's slow heart beat.
When she stopped below the
manhole cover that led up
into the library, Jona absently
bumped into her.
"We reach and put the cages
up first. Let the rats out. Count
to ten. Then climb up and make
for the door," Kitchen said, her
voice bouncing off the tight
metal walls. There was no need

to be quiet. Ghost couldn't hear
them. They were drawn to the
warmth of living flesh, fire, or a
bright light. Not sound.
"I know."

"Don't stop for nuthing aye."
"Yes. No stopping."

Kitchen untied them, coiled
the rope, and looped it around
one shoulder while Jona held
her cages. Reaching up, she
shimmied the heavy metal
manhole cover enough to fit
the cages through. Taking each
cage one by one, Kitchen slid the
cover back and placed them on
the floor above them. Shifting
the cover back until only a slit
of light sparkled about them,
Kitchen pulled the tether of each
cage, opening their doors and
sending the rats scurrying. In
the minimal light,
Jona could barely
see
as
Kitchen
shifted
towards
her until they stood
cheek to cheek. They

“We reach and put the cages
up first. Let the r ats out.
Count to ten. Then climb
up an make for the door,”

were nearly the same height, but
Kitchen was slightly taller, so she
bent her head as she counted,
lips brushing Jona's face like the
tip of a cat's swishing tail.
"One."

"Two."

"Three."

Four never came. Instead,
Kitchen stopped counting and
kissed Jona. It was an eager
thing, then not. It shifted from
desire and need to love and
caress calmly like a match being
lit, first flaring brightly then
settling into a warm glow. Their
joined breathing continued
counting for them.
Ten.

Moving
away,
Kitchen
reached up and grabbed the lip
of the cover and shifted it until
light poured down on them
again. She paused as the sounds
of rats squealing filtered in with
the light.
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"Philadelphia.
Remember.
If anything should happen.
Philadelphia."

And that was it. There was
no time for Jona's confused
response. Her question of what or
who was Philadelphia. Flinging
the manhole cover aside, Kitchen
heaved herself up into the room
and then reached down to
pull Jona up. They waited for
nothing. Around them, ghostly
translucent shapes hunted the
fleeing rats. They were swirling
clumps of dark pulsating matter
that flared brightly, but briefly,
when a rat was caught and its
essence devoured. Jona and
Kitchen ran, never looking from
side to side, or behind them.
Never reaching out for each
other. They sprinted across the
room past toppled book shelves
and rotting wooden tables, past
ancient desks and mounds of
books like the barrows of dead
librarians. They ran with head
and arms pounding, shoulders
low, legs churning, eyes bright.
And then, at the far side, each of
them grasped a huge iron ring in

the shape of two headed snakes
and pulled until their faces burnt
with blood and the great doors
hissed. Shimmying through the
slim opening, Kitchen and Jona
yanked and strained until the
doors were closed again. Kitchen
sank to the marble floor, back
against the broad doors, a short
laugh bubbling up.
"See. Told you it would work."

Jona tried not to laugh with
Kitchen. The sound of dying rats
shimmered on the other side of
the door and the room smelled of
burning leaves, but she couldn't
hold it. In the end, she shook her
head and let it out.
"Go," Kitchen said while
standing. "Do what we came for."

Jona looked over her shoulder
at the source of the room's glow.
A black rectangle suspended
above the floor on two pillars of
bright metal sat flickering with
a crackled white light. A soft
cloying sound buzzed around
them, a beehive in the center of

a fallen tree. It made the small
hairs on Jona's arm alert and
killed her laughter. She had
never seen such a thing. Shapes
danced in the crackled light
that seemed to move, to have a
shape of a man or women. She
approached it cautiously taking
slow steps that slide across the
marble floor without sound.
When she was almost halfway
across to it, Kitchen made an odd
gargling noise behind her and it
broke Jona's bewitchment. She
had just time to turn partially
around before Kitchen punched
her in the face and knocked
her down. Crawling away from
Kitchen, blood dripping from
her nose, Jona's breath caught in
her mouth and tried to strangle
the scream that escaped her lips.
Kitchen shuddered toward
her, head thrown back, arms
flung at uncommon angles, lips
drawn across her teeth in a
snarl. She walked, one tortured
shambling step after another in
pursuit of Jona. Her voice a rough
grating that spit from her teeth
as an inhuman shape swirled

around her and closed about her
flesh.
"You think it be that easy
girl," Kitchen said. "That simple.
That you could come into my
house and end it."

Jona scrabbled away from
it, from Kitchen. Tears began to
distort her vision as she suffered
under Kitchen's bent face and
black eyes.

"There's no rats to save you
now," it said with Kitchen's
mouth. "No rats to save you
now."
The back of Jona's head
crashed against a metal pillar as
she scrambled away. She tried
to stand, but before she could,
it loomed over her and Kitchen's
hands reach to take hold of her.
Jona didn't close her eyes. Nor
did she cry out when she was
hauled to her feet. She looked
into Kitchen's black dying eyes
and traced her face with her
own until she was suddenly
flung away from it and into the
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crackling rectangle. Kitchen
spasmed and jolted. She bent
over at the waist and heaved
back to standing upright as she
contested the control of her
flesh against the usurper. Jona
watched horrified until she
saw a little flicker at the edge of
Kitchen's lips and she mouthed
the words 'Do it now' as It tried
to regain complete control.

Jona doesn't remember
much of what happened next.
She supposes she turned and
shattered the glass rectangle
with the iron spike she had
tucked in her belt. But nothing
made sense anymore. Nothing
seemed real. On moment she
was in that other place, that
false place, and the next she was
disconnecting from her station,
pulling tubes from her arm and
groin, scratching away sticky
round pads from her neck and
chest. She cowered in that bright
white room with rows and rows
of other bodies laying motionless
on gleaming metal tables until
her hunger and the sounds of
something else coming for her

forced her to move, to skitter
from one station to the next and
find a door to the Outside, where
in the streets she pretended to
mingle with a crowd of people
who walked with heads and
faces bent down to the street.
It was dark and raining and
her hands turned white with
cold. Perhaps the rain made
her escape possible even as
she stumbled disorientated,
she wasn't sure. But Vitor
and Alexandre and Adele had
been waiting and watching,
hoping she could make it out.
Hoping others made it out. They
scooped her up and secreted her
away into the depths of an old
immense Parisien building built
sometime before the turn of the
century.
After Jona had slept for three
days, after the truth no longer
filled her with nausea, she
started to eat again. The world
was not the one she thought
she was born in. It did not have
magic or three moons that rose
seven hours apart. It did not

have giants or communities of
sentient trees. The real world
was darker and dirtier. A place
where the vast majority were
used to feed an elite minority.
Where those Awake were no
better off then those who had
been harvested. Where them
that devoured were not ghosts
but men and women of flesh and
blood who attained godhood not
from prayers but from control.
Those who stole her life and all
she had been. It was a dreadful
place and Jona still couldn't be
sure it was real. Or, if she wanted
it to be.
"How many," Vitor said.
"Fifty three."

"Really? Fifty three," Adele
whistled. "How does Kitchen
manage it? Go back in I mean an
get back out?"

Alexandre shrugged. "I don't
know. Hell, we don't even know
who she is. Or if she is even
real. What if all these messages
and plans are a trap or some

sick Elitist game to sooth their
immortal boredom."
Jona paused while spooning
lentil soup into her mouth.
"What do you mean by that,"
Jona asked.
"By what?"

"That you don't know if she's
real."

"Because,"
Alexandre
shrugged. "Kitchen freed us all.
She wakes everyone in one way
or another. Give us hope and
strength for a resistance. But
she tells us only her name while
getting us out of the Tangle.
Nothing else."
"Nothing?"

"Just her name."

Jona stared into her cooling
soup before a smile slowly eased
into her cheeks. "She's real," she
said. And then, "I need to get to a
place called Philadelphia."
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game tools

Spice up
your Game
by Dirkoth

I

n our writing,
sometimes it is
pleasurable to have
fun with words. One
way to do that is to
introduced an occasional
word that doesn’t mean
what most people believe
it does. Throughout the
years, lazy linguists in
common usage have taken
words and tried to twist
them to apply a different
meaning to them. Or, some
words just sound like they
should mean something
very specific, when in fact,
they mean something else.
Try these words out
occasionally, in a
game post for fun.

Vomitorium:
an exit or entrance in a Roman
era theater or public building.
Crepuscular:
twilight.

Pusillanimous:
lacking in courage, cowardly
Pulchritude:
beautiful.

Noisome:
having an offensive smell.
Enervated:
drained of energy,
lacking life or verve.

Brasserie:
an informal eating place.

Complaisant:
willing to please.

Tortuous:
full of twists, complex.

Crescendo:
to rise towards a climax (but
NOT the climax or end)
Decimate:
to lose one of every ten, NOT
to lose nearly everything.
Dilemma:
to have a choice
between two paths.

Entomb:
dead and buried. If you are still
alive and trapped underground,
you are NOT entombed.
Electrocuted:
killed by an electrical
shock. If you have been
electrocuted, you are dead.

Flotsam:
cargo or wreckage floating in

the sea. Flotsam is legally the
property of the vessel’s owner.
Jetsam:
Jetsam is stuff jettisoned,
thrown overboard by the
crew of a ship to lighten the
load in stormy seas. If you
find this stuff, it’s yours.
Gourmand:
a glutton

Luxuriant:
something that is growing
and producing abundantly.

Momentarily:
for only a moment (not “soon”).
Prescribe:
Recommend.

Proscribe:
forbid.

Replica:
an item recreated by the
original creator. Otherwise, it
is a reproduction, or facsimile.
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